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This adorable reference introduces young readers to birds of all kinds: big and
small, flyers and swimmers, colorful and plain. They’ll find backyard favorites,
such as robins and cardinals and be introduced to more unique species that
inhabit rain forests and deserts around the world. Bird behaviors kids can relate
to, including singing, dancing, building, swimming, and diving, reveal fascinating
insights into the avian world. More than 100 colorful photos are paired with
profiles of each bird, along with facts about the creatures' sizes, diets, homes,
and more. This charming book will quickly become a favorite at storytime,
bedtime, and any other time.
National Geographic spins off its best-selling Little Kids First Big Book series into
engaging new board books to introduce even the littlest kids to high-quality
nonfiction. These sturdy pages showcase animals and how they move, with
amazing photographs, super-simple facts, and lively, age-appropriate language
to keep babies and toddlers--and their grown-ups--fascinated by every colorful
page. Stunning photos of wildlife in action introduce babies and toddlers to
creatures that creep, crawl, hop, slither, soar, and more. Watch how fluffy and
scaly creatures, both big and small, move from place to place. Designed to be
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the stepping stone to the popular Little Kids First Big Book series, these board
books take similar subjects and distill them down to the simplest nonfiction
concepts for the youngest audience. Not only will readers learn how animals
move, they can also find recurring shapes and patterns in the art, while adults
can keep their eyes open for occasional funny commentary from the animals.
Sidebar text offers additional learning for older siblings or those ready for more
complex information. With their square shape, bright and playful design,
awesome photography, clear text, and cues to encourage interactive learning,
the Little Kids First Board Books mirror the beloved First Big Books while taking a
fresh new approach to excite a baby's sense of wonder and make learning about
nature and science fun.
A lavishly photographed, fact-filled introduction to a variety of jumping, crawling
and creeping insects expands from backyard favorites, including ladybugs and
fireflies, to more exotic species from the world's rain forests and deserts.
Linking to a popular feature in the super successful National Geographic Little
Kids magazine, this book brings the browsable fun of the bestselling National
Geographic Kids Almanac to a new audience: preschoolers! Using an interactive
question-and-answer format and content grounded in a child's immediate world,
the Big Book of Why delivers lively information, hands-on games, simple recipes,
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crafts, and more. What makes a car go? How does mushy dough become a
crispy cookie? What does the doctor see in my throat? An essential parent
reference, The Big Book of Why invites children to ask big questions, think big
thoughts, and get answers that are accurate, engaging, level-appropriate, and
based on sound educational findings. It helps prepare preschoolers for school in
an interactive way—the very best way to foster learning at this age, according to
research. Highly photographic and playful, this big book is an adventure in
exploration.
Profiles several different animals from around the world that live in different
habitats.
This addition to the hit Little Kids First Big Book series explores the fascinating
world of reptiles and amphibians, from slithering snakes and scaly lizards to
bumpy frogs and spotty salamanders. Get ready to meet a variety of awesome
animals, from frilled lizards to giant tortoises to goliath frogs. This reference book
for the younger set answers questions that range from "What is the biggest
reptile in the world?" to "How can a boa constrictor fit a deer into its mouth?"
Readers explore what makes an animal a reptile or an amphibian and learn
about more than 45 different creatures. Packed with more than 250 stunning
color photos, the book also provides information on animal habitats,
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characteristics, and behavior. Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive
learning, it is sure to become a favorite with budding herpetologists and their
parents.
This charming reference book takes a closer look at the different ways people
move from place to place. More than 100 colorful photos are paired with ageappropriate text that explains how cars, bicycles, rockets, and other modes of
transportation work. Full color.
Little Kids First Big Book of WhyNational Geographic Books
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -- and he's
always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about
how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his best plan ever...the
frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin
innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new word. Then other people in
town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local
hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is
frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The new word is spreading across the country,
and there's nothing Nick can do to stop it.
How does a rainbow form? What causes it to snow? What makes the wind blow? This
adorable reference book introduces young children to every aspect of weather and
answers the questions curious kids want to know! Always an important topic for young
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kids, they'll learn how all the various types of weather systems work, from droughts and
deserts to snowflakes and blizzards. Stories are accompanied by 100 colorful photos
that capture the awe and wonder of our natural world. This charming book is sure to
capture kids' imaginations and become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, and anytime.
Combines dozens of striking photographs with age-appropriate introductions to some of
history's most interesting and important notables, from Leonardo da Vinci and Amelia
Earhart to Malala Yousafzai and Neil Armstrong.
The First Big Book Collector's Set includes three volumes -- Animals; Dinosaurs; and
Why? -- providing fascinating, level-appropriate facts alongside bright and colorful
photographs and illustrations. Each book encourages interactivity, satisfies curiosity,
and launches kids into a lifetime of exploration!
This lively introduction to the fascinating world of science explores the different kinds of
science, what scientists do, and the amazing things that scientists study: animals and
plants; oceans and space; earthquakes and volcanoes; sound and light; inventions and
more! Make sure kids' first experience of the wonders of science is a thrilling eyeopener with this fun reference book. Fun activities, games, and simple experiments
encourage interactive learning, showing kids that anyone can use scientific observation
and experimentation to be a scientist and discover new things. With bright images and
age-appropriate text, this book inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore
the world around them and maybe even grow up to be a scientist one day, too! Topics
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include astronomy, botany, paleontology, malacology (that's the science of clams,
snails, and other animals with shells!), zoology, and more.
Provides an introduction to the rain forest, describing more than thirty plants and
animals that live in this environment.

Coloful birds! Jaguars! Tree frogs! National Geographic presents a delightful, ageappropriate introduction to tropical rain forest creatures big and small in this new
title in the popular Little Kids First Big Book series. This adorable animal book
about all things jungle features favorite animals found in tropical rain forests.
Readers meet jaguars prowling the forest floor, snakes slithering through the
understory, red-eyed tree frogs leaping through the canopy, butterflies flitting
through the tallest treetops, and many other creatures that inhabit all the different
layers. More than 200 charming animal photos illustrate the profiles, with facts
about the creatures' sizes, diets, homes, and more. A map of tropical rain forests
around the world shows where the animals in the book are found, and the book
also introduces readers to plant life. This book will quickly become a favorite at
storytime, bedtime, and any time.
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ???? ?????????,
????????? ?????????? ??????? ??????? ???????, ????? ? ?????? ????????
??????? ????? ? ????? ????. ???? ???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ????
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?????????? ? ????-?????????? ? ??? ????????. ?????? ???? ????????? ?
?????????? ????????, ? ???? ???????? ??????????? ??????, ? ???? ???? ??????
????? ????????, ? ??? ????? ??????? ???????????? ????????? ???, ???????????
??????, ???? ? ??????? ??????-?? ????????. ??????? ???? ? ???????? ??????,
??????? ???????? ??????. ?? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ?????? ? ?????
?? ????? ??, ??? ????????? ??? ?????????.. ???????, ??? ?? ????????????
?????? ? ????????...
This charming reference introduces young readers to the wider world by
exploring languages, landscapes, weather, animals, capital cities, mountains,
deserts, and other landscapes and landforms, and more. It encourages kids to
get play with activities such as creating a mini-rainforest in a bottle and singing a
simple song in Spanish. More than 100 colorful photos are paired with kid-friendly
and age-appropriate maps along with basic facts about each continent. This book
will quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, or any other time.
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling
Little Kids First Big Book series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers
for them. This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location.
More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring
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answers to questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest
mountain?" and, "Where was ice cream invented?" Containing several kidfriendly maps designed to expand the learning experience, this book inspires kids
to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
"Information and photographs of scientific theories and facts, for young
children"-Introduces several of the ocean's species, provides profiles of creatures, from
dolphins and sharks to sea otters and penguins, while sharing facts about their
characteristics, diets, and habitats.
Answers children's questions about the world around them, from dogs to oceans.
Text and detailed photographs offer facts about a wide variety of insects, including beetles,
wasps, and stick and leaf insects.
Answers questions about technology in the home, the outdoors, food, transportation, and
animals.
Featuring more than two hundred photos, this interactive introduction to the Earth's rocks,
minerals, gemstones, fossils, and shells is filled with fascinating facts as well as breathtaking
natural sites.
From boogers, B.O., and belches to sneezes, diseases, and demon cheeses, The Big Book of
Gross Stuff is chock-full of practical knowledge including a Gross Quiz (kids can see how they
stack up against the rest of society) and the World's Most Disgusting Jobs (whale-feces
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research, anyone?). With the turn of every page, The Big Book of Gross Stuff will challenge
your gag reflexes as it introduces topics, terminology and trivia about toilets, scabies, decaying
bodies, and much more. The pages overflow with humor and an array of cool phrases that will
have readers bending and sending, blowing soup, and gargling gravy all the way to the
bathroom! For instance, did you know: In 1971, a band named Hot Poop released a record
titled Does Their Own Stuff! They were never heard from again. When using fake vomit, the
key to faking people out is to sprinkle water on the stuff to make it look more realistic. Belly
button lint is composed of dust, dried sweat, fat, dead skin, and bits of cotton. A man named
Graham Barker has collected his belly button lint in jars since 1984. Check out the book trailer
on YouTube: Big Book of Gross Stuff: Making Distinctions! http://bit.ly/gcWwcB Bart King, a
self-proclaimed "dabbler," is interested in games, magic, current events, music, chess, history,
literature, geography, travel, crime, science fiction, art, and almost everything else! The
veteran of many water-balloon wars, he's twice won the prized "Arrested Development" award
from the New York Society of Amateur Psychologists. He earned a master's degree in history
from Sonoma State University and has taught middle school for the past fifteen years. Bart's
work has been featured in The Oregonian, The Portland Tribune, Chicago Parent, Family Fun
magazine and many other publications. He has also appeared on dozens of television and
radio programs including the widely syndicated "Bob and Tom Show." Not only is Bart a wild
and crazy boy, he's also the author of the bestselling Big Book of Boy Stuff. Bart subsequently
co-authored The Big Book of Girl Stuff with his five sisters and 50 former students. This title
won widespread acclaim; if you are skeptical (and you should be!) please see its product page.
Also, take a look at these fun links: Bart's fabulously fun and entertaining blogs:
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Ultragross.blogspot.com and Bartkings.blogspot.com Bart's awesome Website: Bartking.net
Bart's Amazon Author Page & Video http://amzn.to/fp8LaA
Provides answers to commonly asked questions such as "Why does my skin wrinkle in the
tub?" and "Why do we see a rainbow?"
This book provides pictures and brief facts about a variety of different kinds of dinosaurs.
A fact-filled introduction to the wild and wonderful world of weather. You'll discover how a
rainbow forms; learn why some places are hot and others cold; and even play some games!

Get ready to be dazzled! This lively reference book for the younger set introduces a
fascinating variety of Earth’s rocks, minerals, gemstones, fossils, and shells--from
granite to gold, marble to malachite, and conchs to clams. Discover how rocks are
formed, the three kinds of rocks, and the difference between rocks and minerals. Learn
how rocks and minerals are used in art, architecture, industry, and science. Then
journey to the oceans to explore seashells and the amazing animals that once inhabited
them. Packed with more than 200 stunning photos, including closeups of each
specimen, this colorful book showcases breathtaking natural sites such as the Giant’s
Causeway and human-built structures such as the Great Wall of China. Filled with fun
facts and designed for interactive learning, the Little Kids First Big Book of Rocks,
Minerals, and Shells is sure to become a favorite with young rock and shell collectors
and their parents!
A fact-filled introduction to a variety of birds expands from backyard favorites to
rainforest exotics.
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Introduces basic concepts about outer space, from the sun and the moon to the planets
and space exploration.
Playful puppies! Cuddly kittens! Beautiful birds! In the next book in the hit Little Kids
First Big Book series, readers learn all about pets with fur, feathers, fins, scales, and
shells--and how to find and care for the perfect pet for their family. From cats to dogs to
guinea pigs to birds to fish to snakes and more, this adorable reference book introduces
kids to a wide variety of family-friendly pets. Readers learn which kinds of animals
make good pets and which ones are better off staying in the wild, along with how each
type of pet eats, sleeps, and plays. Packed with more than 200 colorful photos, the
book also provides information on animal breeds, characteristics, and behavior and
includes tips for training pets. Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive learning,
this book will quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, and any time.
This charming reference book takes a closer look at the different ways people move
from place to place, whether it is in a car, subway, hang glider, or submarine. More than
100 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text that explains how racecars,
bicycles, rockets, and so many other modes of transportation work. This book inspires
kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
After Bart King interviewed hundreds of the wisest guys and smartest alecks for The
Big Book of Boy Stuff, something awesome happened: the book became a classic!
Hailed by critics and kids alike, it has sold hundreds of thousands of copies, and even
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won awards. In this updated and redesigned tenth anniversary edition, hijinks and
hilarity are still front and center. Within these pages, boys can find a myriad of things to
do, things to laugh at, and things they didn’t know. Bart King, the veteran of many
water balloon wars, taught middle school for many years. He’s written other cool
books, including The Big Book of Superheroes, The Pocket Guide to Girl Stuff, and The
Big Book of Gross Stuff. Visit his website at www.bartking.net.
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